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GCA GREYHOUND OF THE MONTH AWARD AUGUST 
2021 

“ASTON FASTNET” 
The GCA Greyhound of the Month for August 2021 has been awarded to consistent top line sprinter Aston Fastnet 
after his outstanding performances in August, winning a heat and final of the Warragul St Ledger.  

                 Aston Fastnet winning his heat of the Warragul St Ledger (Pic Clint Anderson)        

 
The son of Kc And All and Aston Miley qualified by far the quickest for the $25,000-to-the-winner finale with a 
brilliant 25.39 display, charging home to defeat tearaway leader Shima Classic by 2 ½ lengths. 
 
Aston Fastnet success in the final was the second St. Leger triumph for trainer Jason Thompson and owner Ray 
Borda. 
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Back in 2018, Aston Kimetto, which sadly passed away earlier this year, downed a stellar field in last-to-first 
fashion which included Melbourne Cup winner My Redeemer and dual Bulli Gold Cup hero Pindari Express. 
 
And while that version of the race was nothing short of sensational, with six of the eight finalists going on to win 
group races, the field Aston Fastnet took on perhaps promises to be even better. 
 
Aston Fastnet’s powerhouse performance to win the Group 3 Final over 460m was another come from behind 
victory in many ways mirrored the heroics of Borda and Thompson’s former star galloper Aston Kimetto. 
 
Much like Aston Kimetto, Aston Fastnet stormed home from a seemingly hopeless position in running to claim the 
$25,000 first prize. 
 
The 25.67 winning time was well off the low-flying 25.39 he posted when landing his heat in blistering fashion but 
given the obstacles he had to overcome in transit the effort was full of merit. 
 
Now a winner at 11 of his 24 appearances, Aston Fastnet – a son of Kc And All and Aston Miley – is one of the 
most exciting young sprinters in training. 
 
The bluebood boasts winning performances at Sandown Park in 29.11 and Albion Park in 29.62 not to mention a 
29.69 romp at Cranbourne. 
 
With a number of Group races cancelled in August including the Nationals we had an unusual small sample to 
choose from none the less.  For the mighty effort of consistent top-level racing and defeating a class field in the 
manner he did earned Aston Fastnet the monthly award. 
 
Aston Fastnet is a Black dog whelped April 2019 by Kc And Aston Miley (Barcia Bale x Aston Elle). He is raced 
by owner Ray Borda and trained by Jason Thompson at Pearcedale in Victoria. He has now won 11 races and 
been placed five times from his 24 starts. Aston Fastnet’s overall prizemoney stands at $76,410.   
 

GCA congratulates owner Ray Borda, trainer Jason Thompson and Aston Fastnet on being awarded the GCA 
Greyhound of the Month for August 2021. He joins Qwara Bale, Jungle Deuce, Tiggerlong Tonk, Zack Monelli, 
Ferdinand Boy, Tommy Shelby and Wow as the winners of the 2021 GCA Greyhound of the Monthly awards.                                
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